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What can the series of colonizing conferences 

give to Muslim population?! 

(Translated) 

News: 

Afghanistan donor countries under Joint Coordinating and Management Board (JCMB) had a gathering 
session on April 4 in Kabul. Mohammad Ashraf Ghani, John Kerry’s appointed president to Afghanistan, 
said in the meeting that the level of poverty has increased from 46 in 2013 to 49 in 2014. He pointed out the 
withdrawal of colonized forces and unemployment as main causes to poverty increase. 

Comment: 

JCMB gathering was a preparatory session for the Afghan government to have detailed discussions 
about colonizing countries’ priorities and their funding areas for upcoming Brussels and Warsaw sessions. 
It is decided to call Brussels and Warsaw sessions in regard to the mentioned matters in May 1 and the 
latter session after two months during the current year. 

Afghans have a fourteen-year experience of pledges of such conferences, noting how much their life 
has not changed for the positive. They have completely comprehended that such conferences in the region 
and Afghanistan are being called by puppet and appointed treacherous rulers to report about colonized 
countries’ achievements in the country and set goals for the future and prepare enough resources to keep 
the colonization continuing.  

To deviate public opinion and create false hope, the media is reflecting prominent messages regarding 
poverty, unemployment, corruption, security and peace from these conferences. In reality, the colonists 
want to pursue their colonizing goals through our blood in our land and replace our sacred beliefs and 
ideology with their blasphemous ideology, culture and secular system.   

Afghans have the experience of many such conferences like the conferences of Bon, London, Chicago 
and Tokyo… that resulted in nothing but fighting, killings, corruption, insecurity, disunity, internal violence, 
immigration, unemployment… This is first time the traitorous puppet ruler confesses increasing poverty, but 
the main causes are not withdrawal of colonizing forces and unemployment; the main causes are the ruling 
of corrupt capitalists elites appointed by capitalism through democratic processes. This is not the case of 
Afghans only, the entire Muslim population and even humanity are suffering from the same situation.  

These puppet authorities always give good pledges to people but the reality of people on the ground is 
unexplainable. Therefore, the latest surveys indicate that people don’t trust John Kerry’s government and 
are worried about their future; as a result of which hundreds of thousands are leaving the country.  

Such conferences are meant to support traitor rulers and tyrant governments, and it is the indication of 
West and America’s continued crusade war against Islamic wakening under the names of terrorism and 
extremism. Mohammad Ashraf Ghani has said to the participants in the session that terrorist groups still 
exist as threat in Afghanistan, currently much focus is on ISIS, but Al-Qaeda should not be forgotten as 
they are organizing themselves. He added that in war against terrorism, joint intelligence and security 
system should be designed. He flatteringly said that donor countries’ taxpayers’ money will never be 
wasted, and we will fulfill our promises with the international community before Brussels and Warsaw 
sessions.  

Our problem like the problem of the rest of the Ummah relates to the imposition of failed puppet 
governments and the ruling of treacherous authorities. They are tyrants, mischievous and even some of 
them non-believers; their governments are colonization projects; they are only loyal to the goals and 
benefits of colonists and that’s what they are appointed for. They don’t rule based on what Allah (swt) 
revealed and on what Muslims believe upon; contrary to the belief of people, they rule on man-made 
drafted laws, and consider colonists’ benefits in designing every strategy and policy. They never think about 
people’s affairs but try to supervise the affairs of the boss as being a good servant even if it results in loss, 
damage, killings, violence, corruption, unemployment and even genocide of the public. So wake up as there 
is no way other than fundamental change! 
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